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INTRODUCTION:
YOU'RE NEVER TOO BIG
TO ACT LIKE A STARTUP
In many industries today, startups are quickly
rewriting the rules while established businesses
may find themselves struggling to keep up.
Nimble and able to react quickly, startups have
an advantage in both how they operate and
the tools they use. By adopting new ways of
working and leveraging new platforms like the
cloud, not only can established companies keep
up with new competitors — they can use their
size and experience to outpace them altogether.
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Disruption is happening actively in industries such as
lodging, transportation, and on-demand entertainment —
and, closer to home, space launches ... At Boeing, we
welcome these disruptors to aerospace because competition has always driven our industry forward. But
if we are to win in this new marketplace, we have to
disrupt ourselves ... Boeing was once a startup, and as
we enter our second century, we are going to act like a
startup again as we embrace the challenge of disruption
and continue changing the world.”
– Greg HYSLOP1
Boeing Chief Technology Officer
Senior Vice President, Engineering, Test & Technology
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Company leaders understand the best way to compete against startup
challengers is to disrupt their own business. And, when planning
operational improvements, you should evaluate the value of cloud
solutions. According to analyst firm IDC, working in the cloud is a key
aspect of a company’s digital transformation and its ability to innovate:

90% of organizations that are best in class in digital transformation also use multiple cloud services and cloud platforms.
It is not just about cost reduction or outsourcing of IT hardware
and services, but about using the cloud as a foundation for digital
business innovation and eco-system collaboration. This is a new
era where users are able to consume services on demand rather
than investing in heavy and lengthy installations.”
– IDC Digital Transformation – Built on the Cloud
Whitepaper, 2019
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The director of Amazon Web Services adds that transitioning to the
cloud is not a question of if, but of how:

Cloud has become the new model for companies of every
size, industry or geography. The question now is not whether
companies are going to use cloud. It is how fast they can move to
it, which applications they will move first and what they’re going
to do when they get there.”

No matter what industry you’re in or how big your company is, the cloud
can increase collaboration, improve execution and accelerate innovation.
Working in the cloud can transform the way you develop products and
services, compete in new and existing markets and serve your customers
better than ever.
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– Miguel ALAVA2
Director at Amazon Web Services (AWS)
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There is one challenge every company, from established
player to startup, faces: the astonishing pace of change.

Change is surely the order of the day. In my talks
in organizations around the world, I ask, ‘What kind
of leadership do we need now?’ The most common
responses are ‘adaptable,’ ‘flexible,’ and ‘innovative.’ This
isn’t surprising, in light of how fast and overwhelming
the pace of change is in our world.”
– Stewart D. FRIEDMAN3
Practice Professor of Management at
the Wharton School of Business
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Startups rely on technologies that help manage
change, like using the cloud to support engineering and product development. This gives
the flexibility to respond to change quickly.
Established companies find themselves often
bogged down by legacy systems that make
every pivot excruciatingly slow. Working in
the cloud gives businesses the ability to do
things like rapidly integrate new technologies
in whatever way they want — across their
entire organization all at once or one project
at a time. That’s the kind of responsiveness
the pace of change demands today.
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ACCELERATING INNOVATION
WITH THE CLOUD
Accessing applications on the cloud gives companies the
flexibility needed to maximize time and innovate more.
Leveraging resources such as the latest software tools,
whenever you want, from wherever you are, allows you to
adjust capacity and add new capabilities based on changing
business needs. And, using apps via the cloud saves time
and money without procurement delays or hardware costs.
Designed and optimized for cloud and mobile use, the
3DEXPERIENCE® platform by Dassault Systèmes connects
people, data and resources. It offers powerful cloud-based
solutions for the full development cycle, from concept to
prototype, to get your product to market faster.
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Consider these four aspects of working on the cloud that support
even the largest company's ability to act like a startup:

1. EMBRACE INNOVATION
Acting like a startup means creating an environment that fosters innovation,
one in which lots of ideas are generated so you can pursue the ones that
show the most promise. The cloud supports this mindset by eliminating
time-wasting repetitive tasks that could otherwise hinder creativity. The
cloud allows you to focus on exploring new ideas to help your customers
and improve your business — not on the enabling technology.
The 3DEXPERIENCE twin is an excellent example. Part of the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform, it provides a virtual model of a product or system your team is
developing. Using SIMULIA apps allows users to accelerate performance
evaluations, confirm reliability, and ensure safety of materials and products
before committing to costly physical prototypes. SIMULIA and the platform
on the cloud offer easy access to powerful computing resources often
needed to evaluate and optimize product performance.
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2. PIVOT WHEN NECESSARY
Acting like a startup means shifting processes and
strategies as needed. The cloud helps even the largest
companies pursue ideas that work — and quickly let
go of those that don’t.
Dassault Systèmes’ EXALEAD apps support better
decision making by enabling organizations to benefit
from every type of big data— internal or external,
structured or unstructured, simple or complex. With
EXALEAD, data in multiple systems is indexed;
meaningful data relationships are revealed; and an
aggregate view is presented in a dashboard. In short,
data-driven decision-making capability becomes
integral day-to-day at all levels of the organization.
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3. ENGAGE USERS
Acting like a startup means involving employees in the technology
transformation.
To prepare teams for new ways of collaborating and working, company
leaders should explain the potential value of transformation and provide
the necessary training to speed the transition.
With Public Cloud Companion for 3DEXPERIENCE, organizations can
offer employees the flexibility to learn at their own pace. Independent
learning modules can save your company time and money, and cloudbased e-learning lets employees access training wherever they are.
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4. DEMOCRATIZE DATA
Acting like a startup means sharing the same data across all
functions and locations. Using a cloud platform flattens your
organization, so team members have quick and easy access
to the data and knowledge they need based on their roles.
Having the same data and information available to everyone
who needs it, including outside suppliers and partners, breaks
down silos and fosters better collaboration and innovation.
With a broad portfolio of technical and business applications
powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, Dassault Systèmes
ENOVIA apps provide users with the ability to securely share
data, collaborate and innovate together, and build and execute
a successful plan.
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GROWING QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY
Using applications on the cloud offers you more speed and agility,
accelerating your ability to grow.

The problem:
Trailer manufacturer Globe Trailers needed to double production to
meet higher production and customer demands.

YOU’RE NEVER TOO BIG
TO ACT LIKE A STARTUP

The solution:
Leveraging the 3DEXPERIENCE platform’s integrated design and simulation capabilities provides a single view of the truth in real time. This
resulted in employees at Globe Trailers working more efficiently with
fewer mistakes.
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The details:
Globe Trailers set a goal of doubling production every year. The company
needed a software platform that was up to the challenge.
Meeting such an aggressive goal requires working with the utmost speed
and efficiency. That’s why Globe Trailers relies on the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform’s robust simulation app. It lets them quickly perform real-world
simulations on new trailer designs so they’re completely optimized prior
to production.
In addition, with the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, all data is accessible to
anyone who needs it via the cloud to streamline every phase of a project.
For example, at any given time, multiple engineers can work on the same
assembly. The 3DEXPERIENCE platform allows engineers to modify
designs, simulate tests and immediately share with all their colleagues,
so the entire team works in unison. With the cloud, an aggressive production goal was well within reach. For a deeper look at how Globe Trailers
leveraged the cloud to build trailers better and faster while saving time
and money, see the case study here.

If I’m at home or if I’m abroad, the platform is always accessible.
When we work with users in other offices, having the information on
the cloud makes it much easier to collaborate. In the past, I would have
to export analyses, transfer the files — which could be very large —
and then they’d have to import them. The 3DEXPERIENCE platform
makes workflow much smoother. It is easier to share information,
and to collaborate quickly and effectively.”
– Brock WILKINSON
Senior Mechanical Engineer, Globe Trailers
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MOVING FAST
The need for funding requires startups to move quickly; they have to
go from concept to prototype rapidly in order to begin selling products
and ultimately to get more funding. A cloud-based platform enables
companies to simplify software deployments and offer access as needed.
Leveraging the most up-to-date information can accelerate both decision
making and innovation.
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The problem:
Architectural surfaces manufacturer MG McGrath needed to accelerate its
design-to-fabrication process while producing increasingly complex panel
shapes for the United States Olympic Museum in Colorado Springs.

The solution:
Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform and design-to-fabrication
experience enabled them to greatly streamline their process.
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The details:
MG McGrath designs, fabricates and installs innovative architectural
glass, metal and composite surfaces. With buildings becoming ever
more complex, McGrath’s clients are challenging them to do things that
have never been done before. Unsurprisingly, MG McGrath’s clients
also wanted the finished product faster and at the lowest possible cost.
Prior to transitioning to the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, the company
invested a lot of time managing files and ensuring everyone had the
same information and was working off the most current project data.
Now that McGrath is using ENOVIA, they can focus on each project’s
progress without worrying about outdated files.
With ENOVIA, data updates in real time as designs are modified,
allowing engineers to always have the most up-to-date information.
Every stakeholder, from design and project management to fabrication
and installation, can access everything needed about a model from a
single reliable source of information.

We chose the Dassault Systèmes’ solutions after vetting several
different types of software and platforms and believe that there
isn’t any other software out there today that can do what the
3DEXPERIENCE applications can do. We have a more user-friendly
and robust solution, and one we are excited to use to push our
creative limits further. Moreover, with the cloud, we have less IT
infrastructure costs. And since we travel nationally and have workers
in craft all over the United States, they can access data on the cloud
from wherever they are located.”
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– Mike McGRATH
President, MG McGrath
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MEETING — AND EXCEEDING —
CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
Being in tune with customers allows startups to
adapt quickly to ever-changing demands. Companies
that can do that without a lot of overhead or
complex IT updates have a strong competitive edge.
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The problem:
BRM AERO, a builder of light sport aircraft, wanted
to bolster their design capabilities to better respond
to customer demand.
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The solution:
Using the cloud-based 3DEXPERIENCE platform
for design and data management has enabled the
company to give customers exactly what they want.
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The details:
Like virtually every business today, airplane manufacturers face
growing demands from customers who won’t hesitate to shop around
to find what they’re looking for. Customers of BRM AERO expect a
great flying experience in a beautifully designed, safe and easy-to-fly
plane. To meet and even exceed expectations, BRM AERO customizes
each plane to a customer’s personal specifications.
BRM AERO adopted the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud to
continuously improve their design and manufacturing techniques. Using
the platform enabled the company to design sophisticated aircraft
down to the tiniest detail while reducing design and manufacturing
time. The cloud also gave every team member access to detailed
customer preference profiles.
Setup on the cloud was fast and simple. The company didn’t have
to invest in any additional hardware or IT resources to manage the
software installation. Moreover, because margins are low in the
ultralight airplane industry, the ability to pay a monthly fee for the
platform instead of investing in a full upfront license enabled BRM
AERO to invest in aircraft development, designer training, and other
things that directly impact customer satisfaction.
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The 3DEXPERIENCE on the cloud
is a cost-effective way to benefit from
superior design technologies without
the administrative hassles and costs.
Dassault Systèmes takes care of software
updates and backups, so we always
work with the latest version and can be
sure we have all available functions at
hand. Our resources are, hence, free to
focus on aircraft development and not
IT management.”
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– Milan BRISTELA
Chief Executive Officer, BRM AERO
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COLLABORATING GLOBALLY
At most startups, it is easy for teams to work together
because everybody is physically co-located. The cloud
can help teams collaborate in real time even when they’re
spread around the globe.
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The problem:
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To operate more efficiently, KS Tools France, a company
that specializes in hand tools and workshop equipment,
needed to collaborate more easily with the service provider
that customizes its ERP system.
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The solution:
Using 3DSwym, the 3DEXPERIENCE collaboration app,
for project management enabled KS Tools to seamlessly
exchange ideas and information with its service providers.
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The details:
To communicate with distributors more efficiently, KS Tools often
needs to make changes to its ERP system, which includes sales, client
accounts, billing, stock, purchasing and logistics. With a key partner
responsible for developing and implementing all their ERP changes
located in a different city, most communication took place through
emails and phone calls.

As the number of ERP change requests continued to grow, KS Tools
was spending far too much time sorting through spreadsheets to track
the status of each request, who was responsible for it and what actions
were in progress.
The cloud-based 3DEXPERIENCE platform with its 3DSwym app was
the answer. 3DSwym eliminated the need for multiple emails and
phone calls by giving KS Tools and its partners a shared view of every
project that is clear and up to date. 3DSwym also maintains a history
of every exchange while bringing structure to all follow-up activities.
With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, KS Tools enjoys
productive collaboration with their ERP partner and real time online
status updates. The result is greater transparency for everyone (despite
being in different cities) and less time spent on project management —
all without additional hardware investments.

3DSwym is encouraging informal, real time collaboration on a
global scale, connecting people and giving them the opportunity for
dynamic interaction. In fact, thanks to this solution, we’ve shaved
off one hour per week in review sessions because everything is
already on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. Moreover, by working
on the cloud, we not only avoided having to install additional
hardware, which saved us time and money, but we were also up
and running right away and able to execute and manage projects
in no time. The cloud was definitely the right choice.”
– Cédric GUELIN
Chief Executive Officer, KS Tools France
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EVERY COMPANY CAN — AND SHOULD —
ACT LIKE A STARTUP

ramp down operations and saves infrastructure costs. Reinvent your
organization via cloud-based technology to quickly meet changing
business conditions and customer demands.

More than ever, companies that are nimble have a clear
advantage. In every phase of business, from product design
to manufacturing and sales, the ability to move quickly is
what sets industry leaders apart.

The cloud offers large enterprises the best of both worlds. It provides
users the ability to combine the nimbleness of being small with the
strength and stability of an established organization. Instead of the
headaches of long acquisition cycles or inherited software tools scattered
across locations that don’t support your objectives, move your project
to the cloud. Focus on innovation instead of infrastructure, and enjoy
the cost-effective, flexible, nimble approach of acting like a startup.

While agility naturally applies to startups because of their small
size, cloud technology offers large companies the ability to become
more nimble and to break free of “business as usual” operations.
Using technology on the cloud offers more flexibility to ramp up and
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Sources:
https://www.boeing.com/features/innovation-quarterly/feb2018/featurethought-leadership-hyslop.page
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Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving
11 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
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sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported.
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